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Abstract-We consider ,a multiple-access  broadcast communicatiod 
channel  which  serves a hetwork of terminals, each characterized  by a 
distinct  priority level. Higher  priority  terminals  require, on the  average, 
faster access across  the communication channel  than  lower  priority odes: 

We presenf a terminal  priority conkntioniess access (TPCA) control 
scheme for sharing  s,uch a channel e n  a  conflict-free basis. A repay 
terminal  wishing to ac@  the  channel  will  wait for the  channel  to:biicome 
idle, and  then defer  its  access  inti1 aftet,higher priority  terminills  are 
given  the  opportunity to transmit. f h e  mobel accounts for acguisition 
delays  (including  prob?gation  and, thrnaroind delay  components], .idle 
detection times,  multipacket  messrtge structures and  different arrivaf 
intensities at  different terminals.  Analytjcal  results  are  derived for the 
moments and:transform of the message,  waiting-time  distribution atkach 
network  terminal  by reliting thewaihng times in our  model to those in an 
appropriate M / G / i  queue with HOL (head of the  line) pnorities. 
Performance curves  are  ,presented  under  various  system  parameter 
conditions which  correspond to applications involving digital  radio  local 
distribution systems and  metropolitan-area,  packet  radio,  and  local-area 
communication networks. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

W E  consider  a  multiple-access  broadcast  communication 
channel  serving  a  network  of  terminals. Such a  network 

model applies  to  a multitude  of applications,  including  cellular 
digital radio, local distribution  systems, metropolitan area 
networks,  packet-radio  networks,  and local area  networks.  In 
particular, we consider  a situation where  the  network  termi- 
nals are classified into  distinct  precedence  levels.  Each 
terminal  is identified by its own  priority  level.  Higher  priority 
terminals  require, on the  average,  faster  access  across  the 
communication  channel than lower  priority  ones.  This is a 
typical requirement in many digital radio nets  (with typically a 
small  number  of  terminals). It has  also been employed  as  an 
access strategy  for local area  nets. 

Two key system  parameters are incorporated in our  model. 
The  acquisition  delay (A) represents  the  time  period elapsed 
from  the instant a  terminal  initiates its message transmission 
process  to  the  instant  that  all  other  network  terminals  detect  the 
channel to  be busy  with this  terminal’s  message  transmission. 
The  second  system  parameter of practical significance is the 
busy-to-idle detection,  time y .  It represents  the  time  required 
by a  terminal  to  determine  the  termination of  an ongoing 
transmission  and,  thus,  conclude  that  the busy channel  has 
become idle. Many digital  radio  networks (which  largely  use 
half-duplex transceivers) are characterized by relatively high 
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A and 3: Itvels.  Thus,  their  performance critically depends on 
these parameters,  as  shown  here. 

We consider  a multiple-access,, broadcast communication 
channel  which is  shared by M terminals (M is typically small). 
Each terinihal has  a  distinct  priority,  level. We number the 
terminals so that if i < j ,  then terminal i has  higher  priority  for 
accessing the  channel than terminal j .  Thus,  terminal 1 has 
highest priority. At the  end of a  message  transmission,  the 
channel.  femains  idle  for  a  period  of  duration 7 ,  to allow all 
teqihals to detect the busy-to-idle transition.  Thereafter,  all 
the. network  terminals are synchronized so that  the  channel  is 
slotted into consecutive  slots of duration A. A terminal can 
ihjtiate message  transmission only at  the stad of a  slot. 
Channel slotting is  terminated upon the  start  of  a message 
transmission  and  resumes y units of time following the  end of 
mqssage transmission.  Channel slots are grouped  into  cycles 
containing Mslots. In  the TPCA algorithm,  the ith slot of each 
cycle  is  devoted  to  “polling”  terminal i. 

The  TPCA algorithm  operates  as  follows. 
i)  If a  terminal, say terminal i, has  a ready  message at  the 

end of a  message  transmission, it will transmit its message 
starting in slot i of the  first  cycle of the  following  idle  period, 
provided that the  channel  remains  idle..If  the  channel becomes 
busy before  slot i (i.e., a  higher  priority  terminal had a ready 
message),  terminal i will wait until the  end of the  transmission 
and  repeat  step  1. 

2 )  If terminal i gerierates a  ready message  while the  channel 
is  idle, it will begin transmission of its message in the 
forthcoming  ith  cyclic  slot,  provided that no message  trans- 
missions  begin prior  to  the next ith cyclic  slot. If the  channel 
becomes  busy before  the next ith cyclic  slot,, terminal i will 
wait until the  end of the  transmission  and go  to step  1. 

Note that the  algorithm  requires  terminals  to continuously 
monitor the  channel  and  to  accurately  measure  slot bounda- 
ries.  These  can  be  unrealistic  assumptions in certain practical 
implementations  (in  particular,  for metropolitan networks).  In 
Section IV, we consider modifications  of the  algorithm and the 
analysis  to  relax  these  requirements. 

TPCA-type  access  control policies have been  implemented 
in communication  nets (e.g., in various military VHF radio 
nets). A protocol which is  quite  similar  to  the TPCA protocol, 
the local distributed  data  interface  [LDDI] physical layer 
protocol,  has been proposed by the  American National 
Standard  Technical  Committee  X3T9  for use in high-perform- 
ance local area  networks [15]. However, no analytical 
performance  evaluation  procedure  has  yet been developed  for 
such  schemes. In this paper,  we present a  precise delay- 
throughput  performance  analysis  for  the TPCA system  under 
the  assumption of independent Poisson  message arrival 
streams.  While  this  assumption  has often  been  used to study 
the digital radio nets (e.g., [5] ,  [7]) which this  paper  focuses 
upon,  as well as local area networks,, it may  not be valid for 
certain  high-speed local area  network  services. 

Practical  implementations of  multiple-access protocols  such 
as  TPCA must include  procedures which  handle such items as 
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idle restart, terminals joining and leaving the collection of 
active terminals, and variations in busy-to-idle detection 
times. We do not explicitly  consider such procedures in our 
general  analysis  because  their  details ,can vary greatly, 
depending upon  the implementation environment  (medium, 
propagation  delay,  equipment used) and usage. requirements. 
However,  our  analysis can be readily ext,endeg to include 
many Such effects when the  details  of the procedures are 
known,  as  diustrated in Section IV. Among the various 
TPCA-type  policies  which have been.studied, we mention the 
following ones.  In [l] (see  also  [2]),  a  loop system with 
positional  priorities  is  analyzed. During each cycle,  a fixed 
number of slots ( C )  is made  available  for  transmission.  The 
first  station (by position,  closest to the central  controller) can 
take hoid of the full capacity. Succeeding stations  receive only 
the residual capacity, i.e., the remaining cycle  slots. Results 
are  derived  there  for  virtual waiting-time statistics,  requiring 
the solution of a  transcendental  equation; while the  analysis is 
for  general  arrival  distributidns, numerical results are  pre- 
se'nted only for  Poisson  input  streams.  This model overlaps the 
TPCA  model  for C = 1 ,  single packet messages and zero 
walk times (A = 0),  and  zero busy-to-idle detection time (y = 
0). 

In [lo], Spragins studied essentially  the same system as in 
[l] ahd .showed that by using a  discretizing  technique, the 
Laplace-Stieltjes transforms of the, actual  message waiting 
time  distributions  follow immediately from  priority queueing 
formulas  derived by Takics [6]. 

A positional Oriority polling  scheme  was also analyzed in 
[3],  extending  the  message waiting time  results in [lo] to 
multipacket messages.  The'  latter  model is basically identical 
to the TPCA  one, with the key difference being that the 
analysis in [3] assumes  zero walk-times (A = 0) and busy-to- 
idle  detection  times. As noted here, the  latter  levels  serve  as 
critical  system  parameters. 

An access  discipline that employs  rotating  priorities with 
staggered  delays is presented in, [4]. The  scheme switches to  a 
CSMA/CD  procedure  when  the channel is idle; switching 
back to the  priority  algorithm at the  end of,the first  random- 
access  transmission.  A  similar  scheme with fixed priorities (as 
in TPCA)  is used in the  hyperchannel  trunk  access  protocol 

Schemes  similar to  TPCA  which,  however,  employ rotating 
terminal  priorities are  presented in [SI (termed  MSAP)  and [7] 
(termed B U M ) :  Mean delay results are obtained ,there. 
Reservation  priority-based  schemes are also  considered in [SI. 

Priority based conflict-free  schemes  which  employ  a 
TDMA  procedure  are  analyzed in [8] and  [9]. 

The  system  model is presented in Section II. In Section I& 
we carry  out  the  message  waiting-time  analysis  for the TPCA 
scheme.  In  performing this analysis, we use the  results 
obtained by [6] for  priority  queues,  and  a  discretization 
technique  employed in [9] and [lo]. In  Section  IV,  perform- 
ance curVes are  presented  under  various system conditions and 
parameter  levels. We also  consider  a  number of implementa- 
tion issues  for  the  TPCA  algorithm. 

~ 3 1 .  

11. THE  SYSTEM  MODEL 
We  consider  an  e,rrorless multiple-access broadcast com- 

munication channel  which is shared by M terminals.  Messages 
arrive  at  random at,  terminal i in accordance with a Poisson 
point process of rate X i ,  i = 1, 2, - * e ,  M .  Message  arrival 
s t r e h s  at  distinct  terminals are shitistically ,independent. 
Message  transmission  times  for messages arriving  at  terminal 
i ,  i E { 1 ,  . - a ,  M } ,  are  independent, identically distributed 
random  variables  governed by the  distribution function Fi(t) 
(Fi(t) = 0 for t S 0). Message  transmission  time  processes  at 
distinct  terminals  are mutually independent, and are indepen- 
dent of the  arrival  processes. 

Terminals  are  assumed  to have unlimited buffer  storage 

capacities, so that no messages are  blocked.  Terminals  also 
have channel-sensing capabilities.  Thus,  a  teiminal  can 
determine whether the channel is  idle or busy. The channel is 
shared on a  contentionless time division basis, so that at any 
time the channel is  either  idle or is occupied by a  single 
message  transmission. 

The following two  parameters  are introduced to  provide  for 
a realistic practical  model of the channel sensing process.  The 
busy-to-idle detection time  parameter, represented  as  a 
constant y [seconds], is the  time elapsed following the actual 
transmission of a  message until $e instant that all network 
terminals  determine that the channel is idle.  The acquisition 
delay, represented  as  a  constint A [seconds], is the  time 
required  for all network  terminals  to  determine that the 
channel is busy, following the  start of a  message  transmission. 
These  parameters  assume values which  critically  depend  upon 
many system factors,  including  hardware  and  software  radio 
and  processor  equipment  characteristics,  encryption  features, 
the communications  medium  type,  filtering  and  aetection 
schemes, signai-to-poise ratios,  channel  sensing  mechanism, 
and propagatiph  delays. Local distribution,  packet-radio, and 
various  metropolitan  area  networks (such as  CATV)  induce 
considerably  higher .y and A levels than local  area  networks. 
The system delay-throughput  performance will be noted to 
depend  critically  upon  these  parameters. , 

,111. MESSAGE WAITING TIME ANALYSIS 
We  observe that the  TPCA  algorithm is mathematically 

equivalent to  a  cyclic queueing system in which  a  transmission 
is followed by a  server vacation of length y, and then the 
seryer,  always starting  at  terminal 1, walks cyclicly from 
terminal to  terminal with constant  walk  time A ,  until finding  a 
terininal with a ready message. One  message is then transmit- 
ted and, the  algorithm  restarted. An empty  cycle, in which  all 
M terininals are found empty,  is. of length M A .  A ,cycle in 
which a  message  from  terminal i is  transmitted is of length 
(i - 1)A + the message  transmission  time + y. 

We define  the service time for  a  message  transmitted  from 
terminal i ,  i E { 1, * * , M }  , to  be (i - 1jA + its transmission 
time + y. To  correspond  to  empty  cycles, we add a  duinmy 
lowest priority  queue,  denoted as, terminal M + 1, with 
messages requiring  service  times of exactly Y A .  By assum- 
ing,,  as in Spragins ,191, +at  queue M + 1  is  saturated, we 
ensure that the  server is always  engaged in serving  one  of the 
M queues  corresponding'  to  actual  teiminals,  or in serving 
queue M + 1, corresponding  to  an  empty  cycle.  Thus, in this 
equivalent  system,  the  server is never  idle. , 

At the  start of a  cycle, the server  selects  for  service,  the 
lowest numbered  queue j such that queue j will have a ready 
message in ( j  - 1)A time  units,  and immediately begins 
seeice.  We note that the message  waiting time (until start of 
transmission)  at  queue j equals  the wait until ,start of service 
plus ( j  - 1)A time  units. 
To account  for  the noncausality of the  service  selectibn, we 

note that the  service  order  is  unchanged if the arrival  process at 
each  queue i is uniformly shifted ( i  - 1)A time units back in 
time, and at  the stafi, of a  cycle  the  server simply selects  for 
service  the  lowest  numbered  ,queue with a ready message  (this 
is simply an M/G/1 queue with HOL priorities).  It  is easy to 
show that the  departure  processes in the two, systems  are 
identical. We note that the  message waiting time (until stait of 
transmissionj in the original system is now equal  to the wait 
until start of service in the time-shifted system (this  argument 
can be  made  rigorous by showing that it hoids for  any  joint 
realization of the, message  arrival and message  transmission 
time  processes).  Since  the  arrival,  processes are independent 
and Poissonj the  time  shifting  does not affect  any of the 
statistics, of the  processes. 

We  conclude that message waiting times in a  TPCA  system, 
with arrival  rates Xi, message  transmission  time  distributions 
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F;(t) ,  i = 1, - . , M ,  and  parameters A and y, have the same 
distribution as waiting times in  an  M/G/I-HOL queue with 
arrival rates X; and  service  time distributions Hi(t)  = Fi(t - 
(i - 1)A - y) for queues 1, . * * , M a n d  constant service time 
of M A  for  queue M + 1, which is saturated. Takacs’ results 
[6] for the M/G/1  - HOL queue  can now  be  used to 
immediately determine  the  L-S  transforms and moments of  the 
message waiting time distributions in the TPCA system. For 
completeness, we include the equations for  the first two 
moments of the waiting time. 

L e t f r  = jrx‘ dF;(x), i = 1 ,  * . . , M ,  be the moments of 
the message transmission time. 

Let A; = X k ,  i = 1, * - ,  M ,  be the  total arrival rate 
for terminals 1 through i. 

Let A ; ( * )  be the service time distribution computed under 
the condition that a message arrives  at a terminal numbered 
5 i, i E { 1, * e ,  M } ,  and let a?) be  the rth moment of A i ( - ) .  
Then 

1 ;  

1 ;  

+ 3 ( y + ( k - 1 ) A ) 2 f f ) + ( y + ( k - l ) A ) 3 ] .  
For < 1, the actual message waiting times are 

governed by unique stationary distributions W , ( . )  with 
moments WY). If we define 

then AMaE < 1 if and only if 

where AOahk) E 0, k = 1, 2 ,  

2(1 - A ; u ~ ’ ) ) ~  
and I = M A  = idle cycle length. 

A 
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Fig. 1. Effects of p :  geometrlc  message lengths with  mean = 5 ;  A = 1; y 
= 1; 10 symmetric  terminals; p = 0.05, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35, 0.45. 
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Iv. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS AND  CONCLUSIONS 

In Figs. 1-6 we illustrate key performance characteristics of 
the TPCA multiaccess channel. In Figs. 1-5, transmission 
times are assumed to be geometrically distributed, with the 
mean message transmission time set to 5. In Figs. 1-3 and 5, 
we set A = 1, y = 1. The variation of the message average 
waiting time with the terminal identity is illustrated in Fig. 1, 
for various traffic intensity (p) levels. The channel is assumed 
to serve A4 = 10 symmetrically loaded terminals. It is noted 
that lower priority terminals experience significantly higher 
message delays, particularly at higher traffic intensity levels. 
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Fig. 4. Effects of A: geometric  message  lengths with mean = 5; IO 
symmetric terminals; p = 0.1; y = 1; A = 0, I ,  2, 3, 4, 5.  

In Fig. 2 we show delay versus traffic intensity curves  for 
each of the  network  terminals. It is noted that lower  priority 
terminals  experience  higher  delay  variations with increases in 
traffic loading. The  effect  of the number of network  terminals 
( M )  on the delay  versus  throughput is shown by Fig. 3. 

In Fig. 4 we demonstrate the effect of varying the 
acquisition/slot  duration A on the message  average waiting 
time. It is noted that an increase in the A level causes 
noticeable  increases in message  delays  at  all the terminals. For 
higher delay levels,  the  effect  becomes even more  noticeable 
at  the  lower  priority  terminals. Such performance sensitivities 
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Fig. 6.  Effects  of  message length distribution: fixed mean = 5; A = 2, y = 
1 ;  P = 0.43; 10 symmetric  terminals.  Message  distributions  are: 
deterministic (std. dev. = O), geometric (std. &v. = 4 . 3 ,  and beta (std.  
dev. = 250.) 

are of crucial  importance in the  design  of many local 
distribution  network  control  schemes. 

In Fig. 5, we demonstrate the effect of an unbalanced load 
upon the overall  average  message waiting time. 50 percent of 
the traffic  arrives at  terminal 1 while the rest is distributed 
symmetrically  among  the remaining terminals. This would be 
typical of a system where  terminal 1 is actually a  gateway  from 
another  network. We see that overall  message  average waiting 
time is lowered in comparison to  the balanced case,  because 
the average  overhead is lowered. 
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The  effect of  the  message  length  distribution  on  the message 
waiting time is illustrated in Fig. 6. Fixed,  geometric, and  beta 
distributions,  yielding  standard  deviation  levels  of 0, 4.5, and 
250, respectively (for a fixed mean of 5), are assumed. We 
observe  that  the  high-variance  beta  distribution leads to 
significant  increases in the  message delay levels,  at all 
terminals. The relative  increases are particularly noticeable at 
higher  priority  terminals. 

In  Figs. 7-10 the  cost  of instituting priorities  is examined  by 
comparing  the  performance  of  TPCA  to  the nonpriority 
schemes  fair BRAM [7] (the  carrier-sense  equivalent  of 
chaining),  MSAP [5]  (which  is  the  same as prioritized BRAM 
and  is  the  carrier-sense  equivalent of exhaustive polling), and 
the  carrier-sense  equivalent  of gated  polling (see [12] for a 
description of exhaustive and  gated  polling structures, and [ 11 
and [2] for a description  of chaining schemes).  In all four 
figures we plot the  message waiting time  averaged  over all 
terminals.  In  Figs. 7 and 8 we  consider  an acquisition  delay 
(and  busy-to-idle  detection time, both normalized by  message 
size)  of 0.2,  and in Figs. 9 and 10 we consider a  normalized 
delay of 0.01. We observe that for  large acquisition delays,  the 
penalty for  the  terminal  priority  structure  can be high, while 
for small  acquisition delays,  terminal  priorities  can  be imple- 
mented  with  negligible effect upon overall message delay. It is 
noted, however,  that  the  terminal  priority assignment is a 
requirement  of many networks. 

Practical implementations of multiple-access protocols must 
include  procedures  for  restarting  an  idle system; for adding or 
subtracting  terminals  from  the list of  active  terminals; and for 
maintaining slot  alignments  following a transmission, incorpo- 
rating random variations in busy-to-idle  detection times  and 
differences  in  equipment  turnaround  times.  In  the following 
we will give  two  examples  of  particular solutions to implemen- 
tation concerns and show  how  the delay  analysis can  be 
adjusted to  include  these  factors. We will first  consider  idle 
restart and  then the  issue  of  slot  synchronization. 

Idle Restart: The  TPCA  algorithm  requires  terminals  to 
keep an  accurate  slot  count following  a transmission,  even if 
the channel is idle  for a long  period of time.  This means that all 
terminals must monitor  the channel  continuously  and also must 
measure  the  slot positions  very accurately.  In  some  environ- 
ments these  requirements are difficult  to  satisfy, and  an 
alternative  approach  is  needed. A common  approach is to  have 
one  terminal, typically terminal 1 ,  transmit a preamble  at  the 
end of an  idle  cycle,  even if it  does not have a  packet to 
transmit.  This means that a terminal  returning  to  active  status 
(after,  say,  being  out of range) would have  to wait at most one 
cycle  before  acquiring  the channel state. Also, small  timing 
errors between terminals would no  longer  accumulate  through 
successive idle  cycles.  While  this  approach  requires terminal 1 
to continuously monitor  the  channel,  this is not  a problem  in 
many typical metropolitan  area or packet  radio implementa- 
tions where  terminal 1 may be  the  originator or destination for 
a  high fraction  of  the  traffic  flows.  Of  course,  the implementa- 
tion must include  procedures for recovering  from  failure of 
terminal 1 .  

We can easily upper-bound the  increase in delay  due  to 
adding  this  idle  restart mechanism to  the  TPCA  algorithm by 
modifying the  idle  cycle  length used in (1) and (2). Letting c be 
the  preamble length for  the  idle  restart  procedure, we set  the 
idle  period  duration  to I = M A  + c + y.  In this way, an 
upper  bound to  message  delay  is  attained,  since when terminal 
1 has a message  to  transmit  following  an  idle  period,  the  latter 
is only of duration I = M A .  Fig. 11 shows delay curves  for 
I = M A ,  M A  + A + 7 ,  M A  + 2A + y, illustrating  the 
extent  of  degradation  incurred  due to this  idle-restart  pream- 
bling scheme. 

Synchronization: For  LAN implementations,  synchronous 
links are often implemented. In these  cases,  the  channel  is 
time-slotted. However,  in  asynchronous  environments,  differ- 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of TPCA,  MSAP, fair  BRAM, and gated  polling  for 
symmetric  terminals:  geometric  message  lengths,  mean = 5, A = 1, y = I .  
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. -  

ences (among terminals) in propagation  delays and  busy-to- 
idle  detection  times  can  cause  time  offsets in the  slot positions 
(as  perceived by the individual terminals)  following  a  message 
transmission.  In  practice,  this is dealt with  by increasing A and 
then  having terminals listen only during  the  center of a  slot. 
That  is,  guard  times are introduced  to account for  random 
variations in busy-to-idle detection times.  This  solves  the 
problem  at  the  cost of increased  overhead.  It  can readily be 
shown that if the maximum possible  difference in busy-to-idle 
detection times is, say, p ,  then slots of length A + 2p are 
sufficient. See  Fig. 4 for the  effects of increased A upon the 
average  message  delay. 
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